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MnemoGame™ is a new word game
that is more challenging,
exciting and interesting to play
than any other board game of similar nature.
Mnemo is a cross of the word mnemonics
and the Latin word nemo.
The first is the art and science of memory-building
which the game tries to foster. The second means ‘nobody’ –
as a personal identity game, MnemoGame™ aims to develop
its enthusiasts into well-rounded personalities;
and as a word identity game, MnemoGame™ seeks to enrich
the vocabulary of its players.
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MNEMOGAME™
MNEMOGAME™ is a new word game that is more challenging, exciting and interesting to play than any other
board game of similar nature. MNEMOGAME™ is a cross of the word mnemonics and the Latin word nemo. The
first is the art and science of memory-building which the game tries to foster. The second means ‘nobody’ – as a
personal identity game, MNEMOGAME™ aims to develop its enthusiasts into well-rounded personalities, and as a
word identity game, MNEMOGAME™ seeks to enrich the vocabulary of its players.
Although basically a word game, MNEMOGAME™ is actually five games in one. It is, firstly, a word game to enrich
one’s vocabulary; secondly, a parlor game of social interaction which would delight friends and new
acquaintances alike; thirdly, a role-playing game of leadership and management; fourthly, a game of acting to
improve one’s communication skills; and fifthly, an intelligence, cultural, emotional and creativity quotient game
(or ICECQ™) to increase one’s knowledge, exercise the imagination and develop one’s intuitive abilities. [Note:
ICECQ™ (pronounced īss-see-kyoo or Ice-C-Q) is short for Intelligence-Cultural-Emotional-and-Creativity Quotient.]
GAME PARAPHERNALIA

The MnemoGame™ / ICECQ™ Tournament paraphernalia includes the following:
1. Letters playing cards or chips [125 pieces]
a. 100 playing cards/chips imprinted with various letters of the alphabet
b. 20 AHA (decoy) playing cards/chips
c. 5 jack-of-all-letters (JOAL) playing cards/chips
2. One 12-sided (dodecahedron) number dice or 12 info-playing cards
3. One sheet of number codex instructions (for card/dice number 10 and 11)
4. One-set of ICECQ™ Codex of Questions (with the correct answers in
separate set) [For tournament use only]
GAME RULES AND PROCEDURES

Rafael Nelson M. Aboganda,
Miguel S. Fernandez* and Ricardo
S. Cortez*, who saw the need for
a game that would develop
various aspects of an individual’s
personality in a challenging, exciting and interesting manner,
invented MNEMOGame™; they
were joined later by Carlos O.
Maceda*, Simon Guillermo, Jr.*,
Dodong Medroso, Mario Pantoja*,
Jose Marte Torres*, Alexander A.
Azucena, Ernesto A. Forcadilla
and Renato A. Forcadilla in the
full development of the game.
The word game is both copyrighted and patented, with Patent
No. UM-6398.
*Deceased

Object: To accumulate the highest number of points at the end of the game by
making correct guesses of the identity of the letter cards/chips or word of the
other players, giving the correct answers to questions or the appropriate
responses asked for in the instructions set forth in the Number Codex and the
ICECQ™ Questions-and-Answers (Q&A) Codex portions of the game as well as getting the lucky numbers of infoplaying cards or in the dice throw.
Starting the Game: The players agree on whether to play the vocabulary game only with the Number Codex
instructions or simultaneously with the ICECQ™ Questions-and-Answers (Q&A) Codex portion of the game. (The
latter can be played only if the vocabulary part is also played.)
Individual players choose the “word” to play, then collects the letter cards/chips to form the “word.” The letter
cards/chips are arranged face-down with each player having the choice of whether to arrange the letters in his
word starting from his left or right. The AHA [decoy] cards/chips can be placed in any combination as long as
they are placed at the beginning and/or at the end of the word formed. A maximum of five (5) AHA cards/chips can
be used; however, players may decide not to use any AHA card/chip. (See categories of Mnemo games/players for
appropriate use of AHA cards/chips.)

To start off the game, each player selects a number card or tosses the number dice. The player who obtains the
highest number has the privilege of starting the game or making the first dice throw, in case of a tie for the
highest number, the tied players again select a number card or throw the dice until only one obtains the highest
number.
The first player selects the number card or tosses the number dice (and the letter card/dice if the letter codex
portion of the game is also to be played) followed by the players to his left and so on. He then refers to the
Number Codex and he and/or the other players, as the case may be, follow the instructions set forth in the
Number Codex, then refers to the ICECQ™ Q&A Codex for the question to be answered by the said player. If he
answered correctly, he makes a letter or two-letter guess unless he got a zero (‘O’) during his card selection or
dice throw.
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A certain number of points is awarded to the player making a correct guess aside from additional points he may
earn depending on the number he got during his selection of number card or throw of the dice, and on the
correctness of his responses or answers in the Number Codex and the ICECQ™ Q&A Codex portion of the game.
A player who makes a correct guess shall continue to make guesses until he guess wrong. Thereafter, the next
player makes his turn and so on.
Ending the Game: The game ends when all but one of the players has their letter cards/chips exposed.
However, selecting of number playing card or dice throwing must go on until the last player in the current round
shall have completed his turn unless he was the one who made the last move/play immediately before this
situation arose. Players whose letter cards/chips have all been exposed can still go on playing and making their
guesses. Since all their letter cards/chips have been exposed; said players can only earn 5 points for every
correct guess; however, the other players cannot anymore make a guess on them.
 The highest scorer wins the game.
Words: All words in the English language are allowed except proper names, archaic or obsolete terms, slang
words, foreign or un-Anglicized words and interjections. Hyphenated words are allowed provided that JOAL
card/chip is used to represent the hyphen. The game can also be played in other Filipino dialects or foreign
languages; provided, however, that letter cards/chips are changed to the letters/characters of the dialect or
foreign language.
Guessing:
1. Guesses can be of a letter card/chip, AHA card/chip, the word itself or a description of the word. Guessing of
AHA card/chip, however, is not allowed during the first guessing round or when there is no letter card/chip yet
exposed.
[A hyphen, represented by a JOAL card/chip, is considered a “letter” card/chip, but carries no score points.]

2. Guesses can be made on any of the player’s letter cards/chips.
3. A player who makes a correct guess shall continue to make guesses until he guess wrong.
4. The player's first guess should be of a letter or of two letters (if he gets a '2' during his number card selection
or dice throw).
5. The players can agree on a maximum time within which to make a guess, 30-seconds is recommended. A
player who does not make a guess during that time period forfeits his right to make a guess during a round.
[For tournament games, 30-seconds is the maximum time allowed to make a guess.]

Scoring:
1. For every correct guess, a player is given five (5) points unless the number codex instruct otherwise. Scoring
is made after adding on or subtracting from his score all the points he won or lost (after the instructions in the
number codex are followed).
2. The player whose word remains unexposed at the end of the game is awarded ten (10) points for every letter
card/chip unexposed, except for the letters V, W, X and Z. JOAL cards/chips used as any of those four letters
or as hyphen carry with them also no additional points. AHA cards/chips also do not earn additional points.
3. Bonus points are given to players upon the exposure of all their letter cards/chips in the following manner:
a. 10 points if the word is a noun.
b. 15 points if the word is a verb. A word that can be used as a verb as well as a noun is counted as a verb.
c. 10 points if the word is reversible. Example: rotor, racecar, level, kayak, star [rats], pots [stop], etc.
4. Thirty (30) points for guessing the correct word and to the player with the unexposed word at the end of game.
5. Twenty (20) points are subtracted for making a wrong guess of AHA (decoy) card/chip. Minus 5 points for every
AHA card/chip used.
6. The difference between the highest and lowest scores is subtracted from the score of the player who, after his
last letter card/chip has been exposed, was found to have misspelled his word. If the misspeller happens to be
the player with letter cards/chips still unexposed at the end of the game, the same holds true. However, in no
case shall a misspeller be declared a winner.
7. A player who intentionally or unintentionally exposes one or more letter cards/chips of his or any of the other
players is penalized with the forfeiture of his remaining turns. The score margin between the highest and the
lowest scorers (before the infraction) is deducted from his score.
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Additional Rules:
1. Note-taking of the guesses made, clue and/or description given is prohibited.
2. Questioning of the players about the guesses made, clues or descriptions given earlier is also prohibited.
NUMBER (DICE) CODEX [The Codex is printed in the Number Playing Cards.]

O – NEMO: Pass (that is, refrain from guessing or asking). Plus 5 points to player/s with the lowest score/s.
1 – MONO: Make only one good letter guess from opponent, if successful, collect 20 points.
2 – TWINNER: Guess two letters at once, collect 20 points if correct. Then guess on one letter chip at a time until
you finally guess wrong – 5 points for each correct guess.

3 – STRIPPER: Expose opponent’s letter chip, collect 5 points; then guess or guess on until you guess wrong, at
5 points each.

4 – TAIL-ENDERS: Lay bare any letter chip bearing any of the following letter: V, W, X or Z. No score for exposing
any of these letters. Guess or guess on until you guess wrong, collect 5 points each.
5 – HOOPLA: Expose dicer’s own letter chip, collect 5 points. Guess on and score 10 points for every letter chip
guessed aright.
6 – EXPO: Together with all other players, expose one letter chip each, except the lowest scorer/s. Only the
dice-tosser collects 5 points. Then guess or guess on until you guess wrong.
7 – MAGIC SEVEN: Add 15 points to dicer, but expose a letter chip; or don’t lay bare but don’t collect any point
either. Exception: Add only 5 points if all your letter chips (or all except one) have been laid bare. Then
guess on until you guess wrong, 5 points each.
8 – EIGHT BALL: Subtract 10 points from dicer's score if highest scorer. Guess on as often as you guess aright,
5 points score each correct guess.
9 – LUCKY NINE: Add 20 points to dicer's score but expose one letter chip; or don’t lay bare but don’t collect any
score either. Exception: Don’t expose if you have only one letter chip left unexposed; in this case or if you
have no more letter chip to expose, add only 5 points to your score. Then guess on, 5 points each.
10 – MYSTERY WORD: Ask a clue to the word of any opponent, refer to letter codex for guide questions. Then
guess on until you guess wrong, plus 5 points each correct guess. [See Letter Codex instructions.]
11 – I.D.: Give a clue to your word. If parlor game is played – refer to gaming codex for guide questions or
further instructions. Then guess on until you guess wrong, 5 points every correct guess. [See Letter Codex
instructions.]
Letter Codex instructions for card/dice numbers 10 and 11:
For Number 10, ask opponent… and for Number 11, give clue… to your word as follows:
A – Does your word refer to the vegetable, mineral, animal or none of these kingdoms?
B – Does your word refer to the exact science, fine arts, philosophy, psychology, sociology, economics,
politics, history or none of these?
C – Is your word abstract; incapable of being numbered, measured or dated?
D – Is your word highly technical (i.e. difficult), slightly technical, or non-technical?
E – Is your word in current usage (i.e. not obsolete)?
F – Is your word an adjective or an adverb?
G – Does the primary or strongest stress of your word fall on the first, middle or last syllable?
H – Is the first or last letter of your word already exposed?
I – Does your word still have a letter card face-down bearing the same letter already laid bare?
J – Pantomime as in a charade the meaning of the whole word.
K – Pantomime the first syllable.
L – Pantomime the last syllable.
₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪

Organize a MnemoGame Players Club™ (MGPC) in any school, college or university, office,
internet café and restaurant in any community (barangay, municipality or city).
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DISTRIBUTION OF MNEMOGAME™ PLAYING CARDS/CHIPS
MNEMOGame™
Distribution of Mnemo Letter Cards/Chips:
100 Letter Cards/Chips [A to Z]
20 AHA [DECOY] Cards/Chips [AHA]
5 Jack-Of-All-Letters (JOAL) []
Total number of Cards/Chips = 125 pieces

Distribution
of Letter
Playing
Cards/Chips:

A–6
B–3
C–3
D–3
E–9
F–3
G–3

H–2
I –7
J–2
K–2
L–4
M–3
N–5

O–5
P–4
Q–1
R–7
S–7
T–7

U–5
V–3
W–2
X–1
Y–2
Z–1

CATEGORIES OF MNEMOGAME™ ICECQ™ TOURNAMENT GAMES AND PLAYERS
Classification

Designation

Qualification

Gaming factors

Division 1

Tyros’ Game

School graders
or 6 to 12 years old

3-9 letters, 2 AHAs

Division 2

Preps’ Game

Jr./Sr. high schoolers
or 13 to 17/18 years old

3-10 letters, 3 AHAs

Division 3

Varsitarians’ Game

Collegians, any course
or 17/18 to 25 years old

3-11 letters, 3 AHAs

Division 4

Parnassians’ Game

Professionals/graduates
or 21 years old & above

3-12 letters, 4 AHAs

Division 5

Olympians’ Game

Open to all players who are
good in the game, based on
their ratings*

3-13 letters, 4 AHAs

Division 6

Masters’ Game

Open to all players who are
considered “experts” in the
game, based on their
tournament ratings*

3 letters and above, 5 AHAs

Division 7
(Special
Division)

Open and special
tournaments:
Juniors (Divisions 1-2),
Seniors (Divisons 3-4), and
Champions (Divisons 5-6)

Open to all players who are
good and experts in the
game, regardless of age

3 letters and above, 3-5 AHAs
(depending on appropriate
divisions and designations as
described above)

* Ratings of players are officially given by MnemoGame™ Rating Board to all registered members of the MnemoGame Players
Club™ (MGPC). Ratings are based on the performance of the players in official tournaments recognized by MnemoGame ™
Organization and sponsored by any MnemoGame Players Club™ (MGPC).
₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪ ₪

MnemoGame Players Club™ (MGPC) can be organized by any interested individual, group or
organization in any school, college or university, office, internet café and restaurant in any
community (village, municipality or city).
The MGPC may serve as the exclusive distributor/marketing outlet and tournament manager
of MnemoGame™ in their respective territories or area coverage.
Official results of MnemoGame™ tournaments must be submitted to the MnemoGame™ Organization
immediately after the conclusion of the tournament.
MnemoGame Players Club™ must be duly registered and authorized
by MnemoGame™ Organization before they can organize and conduct official tournaments.
Contact: MnemoGame™ Organization, Likhaan Institute of Creatology and Innovation
Unit 404 M. V. Piso Bldg., #29 13th Avenue, Cubao, Quezon City 1109
Telephone: (632) 376-2158 Mobile: 09272957076 | 09268883045
Email us at: likhaan.institute@yahoo.com | likhaan.intitute@gmail.com | likhaangroup@likhaan.com

